Adventure in the Amazon

In this exciting activity, participants face a
simulated jungle survival. They must reach
agreement in this imaginary setting in order
to succeed, and they learn why consensus
produces the best decisions. When their
plane makes an emergency landing in the
jungle, participants need to decide which of
15 items on the plane--including tallow
candles, a pistol, safari hats, and other
objects--would be most essential to their
survival. First, as individuals, participants
rate the 15 items. Then participants
collaborate as a group and attempt to
decide on the best course of action. When
they cooperate, they experience the spark
of synergy as never before! Use this
gripping simulation to: * Improve
decision-making
skills
*
Enhance
problem-solving abilities * Strengthen
group cooperation * Show groups the
power of synergy ... and much more!
Human resource professionals, team
leaders, and managers piloting a team
development effort, will want to conduct
this refreshing activity with their groups
and teams in any work setting.

A Great Adventure on the Amazon by Sarah Jones. Sharing her story of the amazing 3 week trip in the Amazon
Rainforest discovering theAdventure in the Amazon, Leaders Manual [Lorraine L. Ukens] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. In this exciting activity, participants face aHead deep into the Amazon Basin to La Selva Lodge on
Garzacocha Lake, a tranquil body of water connected to the massive Amazon River system. Walk onAmazon River
Adventures by G Adventures. Capture the essence of the Amazon on our purpose-built riverboats. Enjoy full flexibility
& authentic experiences.Explore the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve the largest national park in Peru, dine on food
fresh from the jungle, spot pink dolphins on the Amazon River,The Amazon adventure cruise offers clients the
opportunity to hike, canoe, and even camp, with the itinerary adjusted to the clients interests.Go on this exciting Amazon
Jungle adventure with Bamba Experience to get a taste of the Brazilian Amazon and see abundant wildlife, beautiful
nature and After spending all day canoeing down the rivers and streams of The Brazilian Amazon rainforest, piranha
fishing and getting caught in theExplore the Amazon Rainforest from the comforts of an exclusive lodge, search for
wildlife by foot and canoe, explore the Tambopata National Reserve with anClassic tours and active adventure travel in
South America - can include regular sightseeing, hiking, kayaking, multisport and more.On this 4 day adventure youll be
at the heart of the Amazon Jungle, learning all about the unique wildlife that call it home. Youll be piranha fishing and
getting a - 2 min - Uploaded by Amazon AdventureAMAZON ADVENTURE tells the exciting story of Henry Bates
fascinating 11-year journey Amazon Challenge Adventure. Join our Jungle adventure challenge in the Amazon
Rainforest of Colombia, Peru and Brazil. Amazon Jungle charity challenge.kayak amazon tributaries in Brazil from 1-10
days with options to suit your interests.Head deep into the Amazon Basin to La Selva Lodge on tranquil Garzacocha
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Lake, itself connected to the massive Amazon River system. Walk on raisedAdventure on the Amazon River is about a
girl named Cammy who is traveling on a large boat up the Amazon River with her parents. Cammy is not enjoying
theEnjoy the remote exclusive G lodge, set up camp deep in the Amazon Jungle, marvel at wildlife that surrounds, travel
by canoe along the river. One of the most curious regions in the world, the Amazon rainforest offers numerous
adventurous activities for those who are interested.Adventure in the Amazon [Lorraine L. Ukens] on . *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. In this exciting activity, participants face a simulated jungleA tour or cruise of the Amazon
Rainforest is a sublime journey into the heart of most biodiverse place on the planet. Amazon lodges, such as La Selva
Lodge inAmazon Travel Adventures offers day tours, jungle tours, river cruises, fishing trips and survival trips. We are a
dynamic young team of native jungle guides.The Amazon Rainforest in northern Brazil is one of those places that seem
almost like fiction. I flew to Manaus and down the Amazon River to see for myself.
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